
Dear Village Zendo Sangha and Friends,After Sandy, we are likely even more aware of the importance of compassion and wisdom – what it is we nurture in our Zen practice. And right now we are very close to the beginning of our Winter 2012 Ango!I am pleased to announce that our shuso, the ‘practice leader’ for this ango is Oshin (R. Liam Jennings).  As you may recall, ango means ‘peaceful dwelling’, and it is my hope that all of the sangha encounter our own peaceful dwellings in our hearts and minds. To that end, I encourage you to attend the retreats we have scheduled for ango, to work with the commitment form Oshin has devised, to study the text, The Platform Sutra*, and to enter wholeheartedly into this time of invigorated practice. The ango officially begins on December 26th and flows on into March 24, ending with our Shuso Hossen. This is the traditional length of an ango, and gives us all time to settle into a deep winter practice. Take time to notice what is important in your life and do try to attend our beloved Year-End Retreat at Wisdom House. It is a time of introspection, of clarity and resolve.  Sitting together in the hall, walking in the snow, taking time to rest, to watch the gentle landscape, and listening to our own nature – this is our annual practice of restoring and re-centering. For more information and to register: http://villagezendo.org/2012/10/year-end-meditation-retreat-2012/The Shuso’s letter, his commitment form, are also available at that link. Please make your practice a reality, come back to your self, join the ango!Gassho!Roshi          *I recommend this version of the Platform Sutra: Yampolsky, Philip. The Platform Sutra of the Sixth Patriarch. New York: Columbia University Press, March, 2012. (This is a NEW EDITION! With a new foreword and updated glossary- 
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